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• Welcome and Introductions 
• Jean Demchak, Managing Director, US Education Industry Leader, Marsh 

• 2021 Financial Results, U.S. Property and Casualty Industry
• Melina Reed, Managing Director, Marsh's Market Information Group

• Cyber Marketplace
• Benjamin Elowe, Vice President, US Cyber Practice, Marsh

• Casualty Market Update
• Mark Turkalo, Senior Vice President, Education and Public Entity Placement Leader, Marsh

• Property Market Update
• David Letzelter, Managing Director, US Property Practice, Pittsburgh Leader, Marsh

• Student Health Insurance
• Jeff Smith, Principal, Mercer & Devon Cassidy, Vice President, Marsh

• Q&A
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U.S. Property and Casualty Industry 

• U.S. P/C insurance industry continued to show resiliency in 2021

• Above average catastrophe activity

• Increased loss costs and pricing challenges

• Heightened COVID concerns as new variants emerged

• Pricing discipline and conservative underwriting helped mitigate underwriting loss

• Industry benefited from an improved macroeconomic environment in 2021

• Industry’s capital position remains strong and continued its upward trajectory

2021 Overview
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U.S. Property and Casualty Industry 

($ billions) 2021 2020 Change

Net Premiums Written $690.7 $632.4 9.2%

Net Underwriting Gain (Loss) ($4.1) $6.7

Net Investment Income $56.1 $51.7 8.5%

Net After-Tax Income $63.6 $60.9 4.5%

Policyholders’ Surplus $1,018.0 $896.1 13.6%

Combined Ratio 99.6 98.4 +1.2

2021 Financial Highlights

Source: AM Best
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U.S. Property and Casualty Industry 

• Net premiums written increased 9% to $690.7 billion

• The industry reported a net underwriting loss of $4.1 billion for 2021

• Net investment income increased 8.5% to $56.1 billion

• Policyholders’ dividends declined 45% to $3.9 billion

• Realized Capital Gains increased by 75% to $16.7 billion

• Net income increased 4.5% to $63.6 billion

• Policyholders’ Surplus continued to reach record highs increasing to $1,018.0 billion, an almost 14% increase

• The industry’s combined ratio weakened slightly to 99.6 for the year

2021 Financial Highlights
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U.S. Property and Casualty Industry 

• 2021 saw an increase in CAT activity both in the # of reported storms and in the intensity

• Total insured losses from hurricanes, wildfires and tornadoes is estimated at $85 billion for 2021

• Hurricane Ida generated $30 billion in insured losses

• Winter storm Uri generated $20 billion in insured losses

• Secondary perils have become increasingly problematic

• CAT losses contributed 7.7 points to the 2021 Combined Ratio. Down from 8.0 points prior year and exceeds 

the 5-year average increase of 6.4 points

• 2021 industry combined ratio estimated at 99.6

• Rate increases partially offset the rise in insured losses resulting in an underwriting loss of $4.1B  

Catastrophe  Losses
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U.S. Property and Casualty Industry

• No material adverse impact on the U.S. P/C Industry results

• In 2020, premium refunds by auto insurers did affect top-line growth but this practice was limited

• In 2020, we saw a significant increase in policyholder dividends as drivers benefited from lower 

mileage

• 2021, frequency trends in auto lines rebounded as people took to the roads again

• Challenges persist: adjusting to a hybrid work environment, elevated expenses to accommodate 

improved technologies, supply chain challenges, labor shortages and higher cost of claims

• Industry will continue to adjust

Covid-19 Impact
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United Educators 2021 Results

• Combined ratio of 105.2 up from 104.3 prior year-end

• Net Premiums Written increased 5% to $227 million

• Net Income for the year was $22 million

• Total assets increased 4% in 2021 to $1.2 billion

• Policyholders’ surplus was $415 million at year-end

• Rated A (Stable) by AM Best – affirmed 7/26/21
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U.S. Property and Casualty Industry 

• Much of the same challenges insurers encountered in 2021

• Catastrophic activity expected to exceed historical averages

• Improved economic activity should contribute to an increase in premium growth, however, 

economic conditions and unemployment remain volatile. 

• Uptick in claims can be expected as we continue our return to “normalcy”

• Insurers will need to continue to be extremely disciplined in underwriting in order to achieve risk 

appropriate rates

• Overall, U.S. P/C Industry remains quite strong both financially and fundamentally

2022 Outlook



Ben Elowe
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Challenges Driving the Global Cyber Market Today

Coverage / Product
• Cyber coverage has broadened significantly in the 

past 7 years, e.g. Blanket Contingent Business 
Interruption cover, no sublimits, and customized 
policy language, which is now causing concerns for 
Insurers against the backdrop of deteriorating 
profitability 

• Scope of coverage is being scrutinized due to 
deteriorating profitability

Systemic Risk Driving Serious Concerns 
pertaining to Aggregation
• Difficulties in understanding and quantifying exposure 

– one vulnerability or piece of malware can affect 
thousands of organizations around the world

• Increased awareness of aggregated cyber 
incidents and supply chain risk, causing capital 
volatility (Solarwinds, MS Exchange, Accellion, 
Kaseya, Log4j - one after the other)

• In past years when the market was soft, "systemic risk” 
had not been priced for – this has changed via 
increasing cat loads into the price of risk

Market Contraction
• Refined capital deployment strategy in response to        

large loss volatility and deteriorating performance

• Insurers now see the “cyber” product line as 
both long tail (liability, regulatory) as well as short 
tail (ransom demand and breach response expenses). 

• There is now a significantly higher price for capital 
which is more selectively deployed

Frequency and Severity Beyond 
Ransomware
• Increasing sophistication and morphing nature of 

cyber attacks reshaping loss development 
patterns

• An attacker only needs to be successful once; the 
insured 100% of the time

• Insurers’ actuaries are revising their rating 
models to factor in higher frequency and 
severity, as well as modelling systemic events; 
this process improves as more data becomes 
available 

• Potential increases in regulatory fines & penalties, 
wrongful collection/ BIPA claims due to evolving 
privacy regulations 

Ransomware
• Significant uptick since 2019, creating concern industrywide

• Ransoms being paid in days/weeks – a short tail loss event

• Proactive monitoring of performance at a portfolio level     
due to concerns of risk aggregation

• Controls based risk selection has amplified           
underwriting scrutiny

• Terms and conditions being readjusted to account for this 
growing trend

2020-2021 loss trends have also unfavorably impacted 2022 reinsurance terms and 
conditions for many insurers who on reinsurance to manage severity 
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Cyber Insurance Market Snapshot – Higher Education 

Considerations to cost of 
capital, insurability, and risk 

philosophy

Targeted 
Attacks on 
Research 

Information 

Virtual 
Learning 

Environments 
Ransomware 

Frequency and 
Severity 

Evolving Risk Profiles Cyber Insurance Market Volatility for 
Higher Education 

 Volatile pools of insurance capacity caused by loss characteristics 
and risk variation among risk profiles

 Accelerated rate increases relative to other industry segments

 Increased premium exposure for full ransomware coverage when 
available following technical underwriting

 Higher levels of risk retention required to renew expiring levels of 
capacity or access otherwise ‘unavailable’ sources of insurance limit

 Risk profile differentiation is key– there are specific controls that 
the market sees as “minimum standards”
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Privacy regulations evolve; patchwork approach 
remains:

• GDPR fines are growing (~$27M BA, ~$24M Marriott, ~$41M H&M)

• CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) and similar legislation (i.e. VA 
CDPA) allow for private rights of action with per consumer statutory 
damages and require additional compliance efforts 

• BIPA (IL Biometric Information Privacy Act) litigation is expensive and is on 
the rise with increased use of biometric identifiers, especially for employee 
access – driving additional underwriting questions. 45 states have existing / 
pending biometric privacy legislation

Systemic risk concerns intensify:
• Aggregation exposure a concern for underwriters

• Systemic loss – possible cyber risks:

– Common vulnerabilities – in hardware or software

– Common dependencies – vendors (such as cloud providers) and software

• Cyber/digital supply chain vulnerabilities are driving increased scrutiny: 
SolarWinds, Accellion, Microsoft Exchange, Kaseya & Log4j

Increasing controls drive improved 
outcomes, but drive more focus on 
ransomware sophistication:

2022 Cyber Risk Environment
Dominated by ransomware, regulations & supply chain cyber risk

Sources: Coveware Ransomware Blog & MMC Cyber Analytics Center

• Large insurer: $40M paid • Food manufacturer: $11M paid
• Oil pipeline: $4.4M paid • Chemical distribution:$4.4M paid 
• Infrastructure: $50M demanded • Tech hardware: $50M demanded

• The difference between the average ransom demanded 
($11.9M) and the average ransom paid ($8.3M) is 
decreasing as sophistication has grown (aided by data 
exfiltration) and threat actors more effectively attack targets

• 42% of ransomware victims had viable backups in 2021 
– up from 23% in 2020 – meaning more companies were 
able to avoid paying ransoms
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Cyber Market Conditions
Q4 2021 – Education

Percent of Clients with Pricing Changes

Rate Trends
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Q4 2021 Trend

Average Primary +169.0% 

Median Primary +143.1% 

Average Total Program +174.0% 

Median Total Program +143.1% 

Q4 2021 Trend

Increase 94.1% 

No Change 0% 

Decrease 5.9% 
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US Cyber – Education

Rate Ranges

• Q4 Average Total 
Program increase of 
+174%

• Q4 Average Primary 
increase of +169%

• Q4 Median Total 
Program increase of 
+143.1%

• Q4 Median Primary 
increase of +143.1%

• Rate ranges do not 
include renewals with 
changes in limits

Client Experience

• 65.6% of clients 
increased their 
retention in Q4

• 55.9% of clients 
reduced their total 
limits in Q4

• 5.9% of clients 
increased their total 
limits in Q4

Coverage/Capacity

• Capacity continues 
to contract as most 
carriers are 
underwriting to a 
maximum of $5M or 
declining outright 
based on class of 
business

• Ransomware and 
biometric 
information 
coverage 
restrictions are 
commonly applied to 
this volatile pool of 
capacity 

Condition Drivers

• The high frequency 
and severity of 
ransomware claims 
are the primary 
drivers affecting 
pricing and 
underwriting appetite

• Balance between IT 
security and culture 
of openness in 
online exploration 
makes this Industry 
class difficult to 
underwrite and 
insure.  Ability to 
implement tight 
security controls is 
simply limited

Looking Ahead

• Underwriters 
continue to view 
Education as more 
challenging than 
other industries

• Demonstrated 
controls pertaining 
to access 
management and 
cyber resiliency will 
continue to 
moderate the cost of 
capital

• Continued rate 
acceleration is 
expected in H1 2022

Q4 2021 Market Conditions
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Top cybersecurity controls are the key to risk mitigation, 
resilience, and insurability

Logging and 
monitoring/ 
network 
protections

Hardening 
techniques, 
including Remote 
Desktop Protocol 
(RDP) mitigation

End-of-life 
systems replaced 
or protected

Vendor/digital 
supply chain risk 
management

Cyber incident 
response planning 
and testing

Cybersecurity 
awareness 
training and 
phishing testing

Multifactor 
authentication 
(MFA) for remote 
access and 
admin/privileged 
controls

Patch 
management and 
vulnerability 
management

Email filtering 
and web security

Privileged 
Access 
Management 
(PAM)

Secured, 
encrypted, and 
tested backups

Endpoint 
Detection and 
Response (EDR)

!
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Claims

Improve security and claims posture:
• Address potential security gaps prior to underwriting to achieve optimal results
• Leverage carrier preferred vendors and Marsh Catalyst solutions to improve security posture
• Update and practice incident response plan specific to ransomware scenarios
• Identify vendor and legal counsel partners you might engage and evaluate against insurer’s panel

Structure

Explore structure options:
• Prioritize program goals: coverage, capacity, price
• Consider alternative structures, terms and conditions to achieve goals
• Maintain flexibility in the face of evolving market conditions
• Use of insurers in the US, London, and Bermuda may increase terms available

Underwriting

Provide robust underwriting data:
• Use Marsh Cyber-Self Assessment to minimize need for multiple supplemental applications & provide

additional insight to prepare for underwriting
• Prepare for additional questions and applications; ransomware supplemental will still be required
• Highlight significant cybersecurity updates and improvements over past year – especially those in the top 12!

Reminder: Excellent controls are now the baseline to access coverage but have little impact on pricing – all will see increases. Critical to get started early! 

Cyber Insurance Market Optimization
Preparing you with strategies & tools to succeed in a challenging market  



Mark Turkalo, Marsh
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Education Segments

Colleges and universities:

• Public

• Private

• Doctoral research institutions

• Consortia

Primary and secondary:

• Public K-12 school districts

• Independent schools

Other educational services:

• For-profit institutions

• Education-related human/social services

• Charter schools

• Vocational schools

• Technical schools
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Executive Summary
Through 1/1/2022

“Tail of the Storm?”
– Continued increase in rates/premium

– Restricted or excluded coverage

– Reduced capacity

– Corridor and quota-share interest

– Global market development

• Conservative underwriting due to unknown claim development

• More questions on renewals and especially on new business

• Terms and conditions controlled at executive level

• Diminishing capacity for Sexual Abuse & Molestation (SAM), Traumatic Brain Injury 
(TBI) and Law Enforcement – Civil Unrest

• Lead umbrella, Excess Liability and Educators Legal Liability hit the hardest

• Excess capacity reduced with occurrence coverage due to prior loss litigation as 
many carriers still exiting the market

COVID-19 CHANGED THE 
WORLD

Pandemic accelerated the hardening 
market

Carriers added Communicable 
Disease, COVID-19 & Pandemic 
Exclusions

Impact of COVID-19:

• Financial strain

• Operating budget pressures

• Layoffs / Staffing challenges

• Enrollment fluctuations following on-line 
learning

• Vaccination status

• Telemedicine & testing
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• Current trends are expected to continue through 2022

• Question of insurability for sexual abuse molestation

• Excess Claims Made, Retained Limit options are available with SAM

• Excess Occurrence options are available with SAM

• Residual impact of campus exposures: full on-site, online or ”hybrid”

• Tuition reimbursement – class action lawsuits linger

• Med Mal carriers are excluding SAM

• Mono-line Auto Liability coverage has vanished: use of 15-passenger vans has increased

• Marsh continues to successfully collaborate globally building capacity with alternative forms

Casualty Renewal Outlook and Considerations
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What is still driving the Education Liability market today?

• Headline News

• Severity of claims and defense costs

• Reviver Statutes – expanding the tail, changing 
the tort landscape

• Social Inflation – trends toward increase 
litigation and headlines

• Nuclear Verdicts – jury awards are drastically 
increasing

– Third-party litigation funding: investing in 
plaintiff lawsuits/trials

• What’s the next large issue or claim?
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• Primary General Liability market impacted by continuation of escalating defense costs & losses

• Carriers pushing increased retentions on large complex accounts to $2M, or $3M, or $5M

• Incumbent insurers more willing to remain on risks and provide expiring terms with rate increases

• Critical to provide quality submissions – including:
– Clear, detailed and historical exposure information – for all lines of coverage

– Financials, last audited and interim

– 10 years currently valued ground-up loss information (all lines of coverage) – including large loss summaries & open 
claim details

– Quote lead time, 30 days minimum with complete submission (at least 60 days lead time for 7/1 renewals)

Primary General Liability
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• No new unsupported / mono-line coverage

• Pricing for coverage of hired and non‐owned autos is 
increasing, especially on smaller packages

• Reinsurers are pushing back on underwriters for not 
adequately identifying or pricing the exposure

• MVR’s need to be checked

• Underwriting concerns regarding 15-passenger vans

• No student drivers

• More public schools are addressing out‐of‐state exposure 
whereby state immunity laws do not provide protection in 
federal court

Auto Liability

Carriers Scrutinizing 
Risk Management 
Practices

• Driver Training & 
Supervision

• Internal Controls
• Motor Vehicle Reports
• Vehicle Usage

Significant Exposures

• Student transportation
• Students driving institutional 

vehicles
• Athletic team travel
• Buses,15-passenger vans
• Medical operations

Challenges

• 15-passenger vehicles increase 
loss potential

• Securing increased limit from $1M 
to $2M to buffer excess layer

• Autonomous vehicles
• Carriers require supporting lines of 

coverage to consider auto
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• The cost of capacity is increasing upwards of 30+%

• Lead carriers limiting capacity to $5 million or $10 million

• Excess carriers mandating a $50 million+ attachment points

• Carriers becoming cautious to provide law enforcement 
liability due to the recent series of civil unrest events

• Few markets offering SAM and TBI coverage into the excess 
tower; there is “pure capacity” available for GL and auto

• Mono-line coverage for SAM and law enforcement liability is 
available, however, capacity is typically limited to $5 million

• Limited markets providing capacity excess of United 
Educators due to recent form changes
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Excess Liability
Sample Results
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• Ironshore – able to offer $10M x $30M over UE including 
SAM (claims made, retained limit form) and following TBI. 
Also were willing to provide additional limit with ventilation if 
Liberty was on the expiring tower above $100M

• AWAC – able to quote $10M x $30M as well as including 
SAM (claims made, retained limit form) but 
excluding TBI. Ironshore would not sit above AWAC

• Genesis and Munich Re – offered $5M xs $30M and $5M 
xs $35M, respectively, on Occurrence form

• London – offered up to $15M over as low as a $40M 
attachment. Retained limit form. SAM and TBI are both 
claims made

• Other markets – such as Great American, Westchester, 
Colony, and Allianz excluded SAM and TBI regardless of 
layer
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Educators Legal Liability (ELL) and Excess ELL

• ELL and Excess ELL marketplace limited and shrinking capacity

• Fewer carriers, constricting capacity, and coverage restrictions

• What is the next huge exposure and claim potential

• Increasing tuition refund class action lawsuits against Board of Trustees

• Mounting failure to educate, negligence or education malpractice allegations

• Legal costs increasing rapidly – consequence of uncertainty

• Markets lowering and/or capping limits: $2.5M - $10M

• Eliminating or capping antitrust coverage at $2.5M or lower sublimit plus coinsurance 

penalties

• Markets controlling panel counsel selection & hourly rates – hesitant to permit alternative 

appointments

• Contracting excess liability market, forcing education industry to purchase separate ELL 

tower
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Excess Workers’ Compensation
• Markets continue to focus on concentration hazard relating to urban environments, 

earthquakes, active shooter, or other CAT exposures

• Additionally, underwriters seeking details regarding aviation, hospital, & water‐related 
exposures to support appropriate coverage extensions & rates

• Carriers demanding 10‐year loss history and historical exposures

• Few markets offering rate guarantees or multi-year policies

Workers’ Compensation (WC)
• Standalone guaranteed cost (GC) Workers’ Compensation coverage is available

• Excess WC markets typically accommodate the GC WC if they also write the Excess 
WC

• Carriers demanding 10‐year loss history and historical exposures

• Deductible options are available & potential to unbundle third party administrator

Excess Workers Compensation
Same Communicable Disease 

Endorsement offered by Safety National:
• Minimum premium of $75,000 is for an 

aggregate limit of $5,000,000 or less..

• Aggregate Limit is determined based on SIC 
code.

• Additional aggregate limits may be available.

• A separate SIR equal to double the policy SIR 
will apply to the initial SCD occurrence, subject 
to a minimum retention of $1.5M.

• Additional SCD occurrences are subject to 
125% of the retention noted above.

• Number of Allowable Same Communicable 
Disease Occurrences is Unlimited.

• This new wording is intended to “batch” 2 or 
more claimants into one retention and the limit 
purchased is for the annual policy.

• Coverage applies once 2 employees at a single 
Origin Location (must be on file with company) 
present physical symptoms within 14 days, 
entirely during the liability period.

• The single retention applies only until the 
aggregate limit is eroded. Further loss will be 
deemed a separate occurrence per employee.

• The Same Communicable Disease must meet 
criteria listed in paragraph 7 of the 
endorsement.

• Cannot be added mid-term.
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Internships and Professional Liability 
(IPL)

• Coverage available to cover the students, the educational institution, & the faculty 
members supervising the course/internship and/or the interns’ supervisors

• Not all IPL policies provide coverage for medical doctors, physicians’ assistants, or 
nurse practitioners – a separate medical professional policy may be needed

• This policy also picks up the professional liability for athletic trainers & allied health 
professionals located in campus health centers

• Coverage can be on a scheduled or blanket basis

• Coverage may be extended to physicians

• Higher limits up to $3 million/$6 million and first‐ dollar coverage are available with 
defense outside. On new business, this higher limit is required to be scheduled on 
the UE Umbrella

Examples of the Programs 
include:

• Nursing

• Athletic Training

• Architecture

• Law

• Psychology

• Accounting

• Volunteer EMT
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• Alcohol/binge drinking

• Active shooter

• Agricultural products

• Athletic participants — TBI and CTE

• Autonomous vehicles

• Campus construction risk

• Background screenings

• Campus violence, crisis communications

• Cyber security

• E-Risk (cyber/network security liability)

• Daycare centers on campus

• Drones — UAV

• Environmental

• Fraternities/Sororities

• Health care clinics — contracts

• Law enforcement — contracts

• Minors on campus

• Pandemic/Covid-19

• Protests on campus

• Off-campus housing

• Opioids

• Reputational risk

• 15-passenger vans and fleet safety

• Sexual Assault and Molestation

• Sporting events

• Student rights (FERPA)

• Summer camps

• Tenure

• Tuition reimbursement

Additional Market Coverage and Exposure Issues
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Primary and Secondary Education

• Market is becoming more stable but capacity is being reduced

• Usage of captives and alternative risk solutions increasing

• Integrated programs and pools dominate public K-12

• Reinsurance takes a bigger hit on rate

• Guaranteed cost options available

• Capacity available up to $10 million

• Budget restrictions, reduction in staff = varying results

• Overall poor underwriting experience = volatility
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Primary and Secondary Education Market Guidance*

Rates Guidance:

• General liability
• Automobile liability

• School board legal liability
• Lead umbrella

• Excess umbrella

Key Points / Conclusion:

• Higher retentions may be needed
• Become acquainted with 

alternative forms and coverage
• Balance the value drivers between 

coverage, capacity, and price

*Note: Marsh renewal strategy meeting with clients will include more details on market guidance.



Property Market 
Update

David Letzelter
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Market Conditions
Marsh U.S. Property Portfolio Rate Variances January 2022

Marsh U.S. 
property portfolio 
has experienced 

17 consecutive 
quarters of rate 
increases 
beginning in Q4 
2017
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Market Conditions
Significant Global Insured Losses 2016 to 2021 ($B)

$56B $119B $87B $61B $136B
COVID-19 $48B

$105B
Ida: $27B
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January 2022 Specifics
Client Experience

 Bifurcated market

 Quotes being received earlier

 Appetite expansion with exceptions

 Technical risks

 Loss affected

 Perceived lack of commitment to loss control

 Stingy growth of capacity

 Valuation focus

 Scrutiny of coverage extensions

Claims

 2021 significant 
CAT losses are 
estimated at $105B

 Unexpected losses 
– Uri, SCS in 
December, 
European flooding

 25% of losses in 
2021 were from 
flood
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January 2022 Specifics
Capacity/Coverage

 Insurer focus on portfolio growth

 Policy form flexibility

 Limited alignment of exclusions for cyber and pandemic

 Mitigated release of capacity

 Severe convective storm (SCS)

 Wildfire

 Flood

 Deductible rationalization
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January 2022 Specifics
Looking Ahead

 Normalization occurring

 Increased competition in 2022 barring any significant events

 Most favorable results
 Best-in-Class

 Technical pricing achieved

 Expansion of alternative capital

 Insurer reluctance for long-term deals
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Property
Higher Education Property Insurer Appetite

Primary Buffer and/or Excess

AIG
Chubb
FM Global
GuideOne
Liberty Mutual
Lloyds
Sompo
Starr
Swiss Re
Travelers
Zurich

Allianz Liberty Specialty

AXA XL Bermuda Markel

Chubb Bermuda Munich Re

Everest Partner Re

Ironshore Scor

Hallmark Sompo

Hannover Re Swiss Re

Travelers Tokio Marine

+ many others

Higher Education Markets by Layer

Appetite for Writing 100% of Primary Layer

Large Programs

FM Global

Travelers

AIG

Zurich

Swiss Re

AXA

Liberty Mutual

Smaller Programs

Affiliated FM

Travelers

AIG

Zurich

Hartford

Fireman’s Fund

Sompo

High Moderate Low or No
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Property
Marsh Key Markets for Larger Colleges and Universities

Proprietary to Marsh
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Property
Marsh Key Markets for Smaller Colleges and Universities

Proprietary to Marsh

Proprietary to Marsh
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Size of 
deductible / 

retention Insured 
values -

credibility and 
data quality

Loss prevention focus

Insurer relationships

Fire protection / 
risk quality

Business 
interruption 
exposureLoss 

frequency
and severity

Loss 
expectancies

and MFL's

Impact of 
natural 

catastrophes

Construction

Supply chain exposure

Occupancy / 
industry

Natural 
catastrophe 

exposure

Market 
conditions

Property
Factors that Influence Rate

Risk Manager
Sphere of 

Control

Characteristics of Programs 
with Lower Rates
• No losses

• Non-combustible construction

• Minimal exposure to:

– Earthquake

– Flood

– Named windstorm

– Severe convective storm

• Non-hazardous occupancy

• Low exposure to BI and CBI

• Sprinklered facilities

• Reasonable deductibles

Characteristics of Programs 
with Higher Rates
• Severe or frequent losses

• Large loss expectancies or MFL’s

• Significant exposure to natural 
catastrophe

• Frame construction

• Occupancies with volatile or 
combustible materials or 
hazardous processes

• Deductibles that result in attritional 
loss activity

• Need for significant CBI limit

Control Manage Influence Systemic
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Student Health landscape
Market update

Inefficient; 
dominated
by a few large 
carriers

Rising 
unemployment 
creating increased 
need for Student 
Health plans 

9% increase in
rates projected for
2022/2023 school 
year

Uncertainty of 
COVID-19 impact 
on:

• Plan costs
• International 

students

Increasing demand for  
limited supply of 
behavioral health 

services
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2022 Trend Updates 

8-9+% Trend estimates for combined medical & pharmacy
10-14% Pharmacy, 7-9% Medical

Factors leading to trend: 

• Increase in demand for services, behavioral health, physician visits 

• Behavioral health visits increasing from 45 minutes to 60 minutes 

• Increase in specialty pharmaceuticals 

• Increase in chronic conditions 

• Cost of COVID testing & at home kits, some carriers still paying 100% of testing and treatment 
of COVID Claims 

• Steady rise of enrollment, slow rise of international student enrollment

Marketplace plans are also on a steady increase 
Ranging by state from $3,600-10,000 for gold level plans 
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Driving success
Innovative solutions to impact rates for Student Health

Leverage Campus Populations: International, Dependents, Undergraduates 

Implement Student Assistance Plan (SAP): to expand BHSA Access

Review specialty medications coverage and cost sharing; negotiate pharmacy costs 

Consider a self funding feasibility study 
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Transparency/surprise billing update

• Model notices for balance-billing 
disclosures

• Prescription drug reporting IFR and 
technical guidance

• Proposed air-ambulance reporting 
rules

• Surprise-billing interim final rules 
about independent dispute resolution 
(IDR) and technical guidance about 
calculating the 2022 qualifying 
payment amount (QPA)

• Surprise-billing guidance for providers

• Field assistance bulletin on health 
plan service provider disclosures

• Price comparison tool

• Guidance on attestations of 
compliance with gag clause 
ban (possibly)

• Final air-ambulance reporting 
rules

• Revised IFRs on surprise 
billing and IDR?

• ID cards

• Provider directories

• Continuity of care

• Advanced EOBs 

• Additional guidance on balance-billing 
disclosures

• Guidance on Rx drug MRF?

Provider lawsuits challenging parts of surprise billing rules:
American Medical Assn. v. HHS (D.D.C.)
Association of Air Medical Services v. HHS (D.D.C.)
Texas Medical Assn. v. HHS (E.D. Tex.)
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Pandemic: Over-the-counter (OTC) COVID-19 tests
Triagency FAQs, Part 51
Recently issued FAQs require coverage of OTC COVID-19 tests free of cost sharing, prior 
authorization or medical management beginning Jan. 15, 2022, and through the COVID-19 Public 
Health Emergency (which was recently extended to April 15, and is likely to last well into 2022).

• Doctor’s order not required

• Direct coverage (rather than via cash reimbursement) encouraged, but optional

– Plans with direct coverage for OTC COVID-19 tests through pharmacy network and direct 
shipment can limit reimbursement from nonpreferred providers to $12 per test (or the test 
price, if lower).

• Plans can:

– Limit coverage to eight individual tests per 30-day period or calendar month
per enrollee (if administratively practicable) 

– Require attestation that the test is for personal use, not for employment purposes, has not 
been (and will not be) reimbursed from another source, and is not for resale

– Ask for receipts

– Provide educational resources
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Change In Behavioral Health

Aug-20 Apr-21

+9.2%

Behavioral health needs continue to grow
% of students screening positive

+17.4%

+77.5%

July 2021 Return to Campus Survey by The Ohio State University

• All campus solutions 

• Access issues 

• Beyond Student health- A 
national crisis 
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Behavioral telehealth use and cost continues to grow
Student health sample

• Behavioral telehealth in-network (INN) visits per student have increased dramatically over 
the past 3 academic years from approximately .01 to 2.1 PSPY with more than 215% 
increase for most recent year

• Behavioral telehealth in-network (INN) costs per visit increased faster (+35% average) 
than non-telehealth  (+10% average)
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Mercer is not engaged in the practice of law, and the content is not intended as a substitute for legal advice. Accordingly, you should secure the advice of competent legal counsel with 
respect to any legal matters related to this document or the content.  

Mercer is not engaged in the practice of medicine and the content herein is not intended as a substitute for medical advice.

Mercer and its affiliates make no representations whatsoever about any third party website that you may access through this document. By including links to such websites in this 
document, Mercer and its affiliates do not endorse or accept any responsibility for such websites’ content or use or indicate that Mercer or its affiliates are affiliated in any way with such 
websites’ owner. Mercer and its affiliates do not investigate, verify, monitor, or endorse such websites. In addition, the access to such third party websites through this document does not 
imply that Mercer and its affiliates are affiliated with or otherwise endorse any third parties, that Mercer and its affiliates are legally authorized to use any trademark, trade name, logo, or 
copyright symbol displayed in or accessible through the links, or that any linked site is authorized to use any trademark, trade name, logo, or copyright symbol of Mercer or its affiliates.
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Russia-Ukraine Conflict 
Resources

Marsh McLennan

Marsh Resources

Mercer Marsh Benefits

Oliver Wyman

Guy Carpenter
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We are very interested in your opinion! 

Please take a few minutes to complete our 
survey at the close of today’s webinar.

The replay will be sent out to all attendees next 
week.

Survey and replay
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Marsh Panel Overview

Melina Reed, Managing Director, 
Marsh's Market Information 
Group
Melina.Reed@marsh.com

Benjamin Elowe, Vice 
President, US Cyber Practice, 
Marsh
Benjamin.Elowe@marsh.com

David Letzelter, Managing 
Director, US Property Practice, 
Pittsburgh Leader, Marsh
David.L.Letzelter@marsh.com

Jeff Smith, Principal, 
Mercer
Jeff.Smith@mercer.com

Jean Demchak, Managing
Director, US Education 
Industry Leader, Marsh 
Jean.Demchak@marsh.com

Mark Turkalo, Senior Vice 
President, Education and 
Public Entity Placement 
Leader, Marsh
Mark.J.Turkalo@marsh.com

Devon Cassidy, Vice President, 
Marsh
Devon.Cassidy@marsh.com
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